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We analyze a recent protocol for the transmission of quantum states via a dual spin chain [Burgarth
and Bose, Phys. Rev. A 71, 052315 (2005)] under the constraint that the receiver’s measurement
strength is finite. That is, we consider the channel where the ideal, instantaneous and complete
von Neumann measurements are replaced with a more realistic continuous measurement. We show
that for optimal performance the measurement strength must be “tuned” to the channel spin-spin
coupling, and once this is done, one is able to achieve a similar transmission rate to that obtained with
ideal measurements. The spin chain protocol thus remains effective under measurement constraints.
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.65.Ta, 02.50.-r, 89.70.+c
I. INTRODUCTION
The task of reliably transferring quantum states be-
tween spatially separated systems is an important chal-
lenge in quantum information processing, and it has been
shown that such transfers can be achieved using quantum
spin chains [1]. Such quantum channels avoid the need
for interfacing solid-state qubits with their mobile coun-
terparts, and may therefore prove important, especially
for relatively short-distance communication. A number
of schemes have been proposed that provide for high-
fidelity transfer [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], and one of the most practical is the
use of a dual spin chain [13]. This provides heralded suc-
cess, requires only a simple encoding, and maintains the
advantage that the spin chain only need be manipulated
at its end points.
We will refer to each spin in the two chains as a node
of the chain. To implement the communication proto-
col, the sender encodes the state across the two end-
nodes of the dual chain at his end, and after a specified
time has elapsed the receiver makes a projection mea-
surement on the two end-nodes at his end. On obtaining
the desired measurement outcome the state is success-
fully transferred to the receiver’s end nodes and can be
copied to a single qubit in the receiver’s possession with
local operations. The protocol as it stands thus requires
the use of instantaneous projection measurements. Such
measurements are usually assumed in constructions of
quantum communication protocols for simplicity. In this
work we move beyond the simple assumption of instant
projection measurements, and consider the implementa-
tion of the dual-spin-chain channel when instead the re-
ceiver continually monitors her end-nodes. We do this for
two reasons. The first is so that we can compare the per-
formance of the channel with two very different kinds of
measurements, and in particular to investigate whether
continuous measurement might provide a more efficient
means of implementing the channel. The second reason
is that it is likely that in practical implementations of
the transfer scheme, the time-scale of measurement will
be similar to that of the spin-spin interactions that me-
diate the state-transfer along the chain. In this case an
instantaneous projection measurement no longer serves
as a good approximation; one must take into account
the dynamics of the measurement process, and this ne-
cessitates a treatment using the machinery of continuous
measurement [21, 22].
Before we consider including continuous measurement
in the implementation of the spin-chain channel, we now
describe the operation of this channel. The channel con-
sists of two parallel spin chains, each of which is an
isotropic Heisenberg chain with Hamiltonian
Hi = B
N−1∑
n=1
σ(i,n)z + J
N−1∑
n=1
~σ(i,n) · ~σ(i,n+1), (1)
where the indices i = 1, 2 and n = 1, . . . , N label, re-
spectively, the chain and the position of the spin in the
chain, with n = 1 being the spins at the sender and
n = N being the spins at the receiver. The vector op-
erator ~σ = (σx, σy, σz) is the vector of Pauli spin opera-
tors. A magnetic field is applied in the z-direction, the
strength of which is given by B, and J is the strength of
the coupling between the spins. The chain is taken to be
ferro-magnetic so that J < 0.
We will denote the spin states of the spins in each chain
by |0〉(i)n and |1〉(i)n , where σz |0〉(i)n = −|0〉(i)n so that the
ground state of each chain is
|0〉(i) = |0〉(i)1 |0〉(i)2 · · · |0〉(i)N . (2)
To implement the transmission protocol the sender en-
codes a qubit state |ψ〉 = α|0〉+β|1〉 in the two end spins
by placing them in the joint state
|ψ0〉 = α|0〉(1)1 |1〉(2)1 + β|1〉(1)1 |0〉(2)1 . (3)
The rest of the spins in each chain remain in their ground
state. Denoting the state |1〉 for each of the spins as an
2“excitation” (a natural terminology), there is now ex-
actly one excitation in the two chains. The two spin
chains are then allowed to evolve under their Hamiltoni-
ans. Note that these Hamiltonians preserve the number
of excitations in each chain, and we can therefore think
of the excitation in both chains as moving along them
(and spreading out across them) . If the coded qubit was
at the nth node of the dual chain, then the state would
be
|ψn〉 = α|0〉(1)n |1〉(2)n + β|1〉(1)n |0〉(2)n . (4)
Because the Hamiltonians of the two chains are the same,
we can in fact also think of the coding state as moving
along the dual chain. That is, we can write the state of
the dual chain at time t as
|Ψ(t)〉 =
N∑
n=1
cn(t)|ψn〉 (5)
for some complex coefficients cn(t).
After waiting a time τ the receiver makes a parity mea-
surement on the two spins that for the node at her end of
the chain. This measurement projects the two spins into
the subspace spanned by the “even” states {|0〉|0〉, |1〉|1〉}
or the odd states {|0〉|1〉, |1〉|0〉}. Because the coded qubit
lies entirely within the odd state space, if the receiver
obtains the result “odd”, then she knows the state now
lies at the end node, and has therefore been successfully
transferred. If she obtains the result ”even”, then she
has projected the end node onto the state |0〉|0〉, and
knows that the qubit state remains in the rest of the
dual chain. She can then repeat the parity measurement
as many times as she wants, at regular or irregular time
intervals, until she obtains the result “odd” and achieves
a successful transfer.
In the next section we show how the treatment of the
transfer protocol is modified when the receiver makes a
continuous measurement on the end-node. In Section III
we present our results, and in Section IV conclude with
a discussion and directions for future work.
II. THE DUAL-CHAIN PROTOCOL WITH
CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT
When an observer continuously extracts information
from a quantum system regarding an observable X , the
dynamics induced in the system is given by the stochastic
master equation (SME)
dρ = −k[X, [X, ρ]]dt+
√
2ηk(Xρ+ρX−2〈X〉ρ)dW (6)
Here ρ is the density matrix of the system, k is a constant,
often called the measurement strength [23], that deter-
mines the rate at which information is extracted about
X , and η is the measurement efficiency. The equation is
stochastic because it is driven by the random Gaussian
increment of Wiener noise, dW , which satisfies the Ito
calculus relation dW 2 = dt [24]. The stochastic evolu-
tion is a direct result of the continuous random stream
of measurement results obtained by the observer, usually
referred to as the measurement record, r(t), and which is
given by
dr = 〈X〉dt+ dW√
8ηk
(7)
Readily accessible introductions to continuous quantum
measurement, in which this equation is derived, are given
in References [21, 22].
If the system is subject to no other dynamics, or
equally well posses a Hamiltonian that commutes with
X (so that X is a QND observable [25]), then the contin-
uous measurement will project the system onto one of the
eigenstates of X as t→∞. The rate at which this occurs
is proportional to k(∆λ)2, where ∆λ is the average differ-
ence between adjacent eigenstates of X ; this projection is
essentially complete when t≫ 1/[k(∆λ)2] [22, 26]. Thus
if k is much larger than any other dynamical timescale in
the system, then the continuous measurement described
by Eq.(6) is the usual instantaneous von Neumann mea-
surement projecting the system onto an eigenstate of X .
Returning to the dual-chain communication protocol
described in the introduction, we see that if the receiver
continually monitors the parity of the her end-nodes,
then the dynamics of the channel is augmented by Eq.(6).
In this case X is the operator
X = Peven − Podd, (8)
where Peven is the projector onto the even subspace of the
receivers end-nodes, and Podd onto the odd subspace.
Recall that when the receiver uses an instantaneous
measurement, it is the measurement result that tells her
whether the coded state has arrived at her end-nodes.
This is also true now. In the present case the receiver
uses the measurement record to obtain the Wiener in-
crement dW and tracks the evolution of the dual chain
by integrating the SME. This allows the receiver to de-
termine the state of her end-nodes as the chain evolves.
The receiver can thus calculate the overlap of the state
of her end-nodes with the odd subspace. This overlap is
a lower bound on the fidelity of the state present at the
end nodes with the state being sent. The receiver waits
until the overlap reaches a predetermined threshold, and
then transfers the received state from the end-nodes to
her local registers.
The time that the receiver will have to wait for the
overlap to reach the threshold will vary each time the
protocol is implemented. This is because it depends on
the random stream of the receiver’s measurement results.
In order to evaluate the performance of the transmission
protocol, we must therefore simulate the relevant stochas-
tic master equation for many different realizations of the
measurement Wiener noise. The evolution of the system
for each realization is referred to as a trajectory. Fortu-
nately, it is not necessary to simulate the evolution in the
3FIG. 1: Histograms on a log-log scale of the “arrival times” of
the quantum state, for a fidelity threshold of 0.99, and three
values of the measurement strength k.
full space of the spin chains, because the problem can be
reduced to the sector in which there is only one excita-
tion in the chains. This means that the effective size of
the Hilbert space is N , where N is the length of each
chain. Even so, the simulations are sufficiently numeri-
cally intensive that the use of parallel supercomputers is
invaluable.
The one free parameter in the protocol we have de-
scribed is the strength of the measurement (in relation
to the interaction strength J), and we expect the choice
of this strength to have a significant effect upon the per-
formance of the channel. In fact, one expects there to be
an optimal measurement strength due to the quantum
Zeno effect [27, 28]. That is, if the receiver measures
her end-nodes too strongly, they will tend to remain in
the original state. On the other hand, if she measures
them to weakly, then she will be less likely to project
the end-nodes into a state well within the odd subspace,
and therefore have to wait longer for an effective trans-
fer. One of the goals of our simulations is therefore be to
investigate the dependence of the average transfer time
on the measurement strength.
III. RESULTS
To calculate the performance of the dual-chain chan-
nel under a continuous measurement by the receiver, we
FIG. 2: Here we plot the average time taken to transfer the
state from the sender to the receiver as a function of the
measurement strength k, and for three values of the fidelity,
FThr, that is required for the transmitted state.
must simulate the stochastic master equation given by
Eq.(6), with the inclusion of the Hamiltonian for each
chain (Eq.(1)). That is,
dρ = −i[(H1 +H2), ρ]dt− k[X, [X, ρ]]dt
+
√
2ηk(Xρ+ ρX − 2〈X〉ρ)dW (9)
Each realization of the noise represents a possible evo-
lution of the channel under the observers measurement,
and the time that the receiver must wait to obtain the
state will vary from realization to realization. To obtain
information about the average behavior of the channel we
must therefore simulate Eq.(9) for a large enough num-
ber of realizations of the measurement process to obtain
reasonable statistics. We set ~ = 1 and choose the in-
teraction strength of the chain to be J = 1. We thus
quote all rate constants in units of J , and measure time
4in units of 1/J . We choose the two spin chains to have
a length of N = 10 spins, and assume that the observers
measurement is efficient, so that η = 1. We perform the
numerical simulations using a simple half-order Newton
method, and find that a time-step of 10−4J−1 is suffi-
cient. We perform simulations for a range of values of
k, and for between 1024 and 4096 trajectories for each
value. Since both chains are identical, the excitations
in each chain travel at the same rate, and this is inde-
pendent of the state being sent. In our simulations we
choose the state to be that with α = β = 1/
√
2. In
order to decide when the state has “arrived” at the re-
ceiver’s end-nodes, we choose a threshold for the fidelity
between the original coding state, and the state at the
receiver’s end-nodes. We will refer to the time at which
this fidelity crosses the threshold as the “arrival time”.
The more stringent the fidelity threshold the longer the
receiver will have to wait. In the following analysis we
will use the threshold values FThr = 0.9, 0.99 and 0.999.
To begin we calculate histograms of the arrival times
for the different values of k. This shows us that the dis-
tribution of arrival times has very long tails. In Fig. 1
we show these histograms for k = J, 2J and 8J with a
threshold value of FThr = 0.99. Because of the long tails
we display the histograms on a log-log scale. As an ex-
ample of the long tails, for k = 2J and FThr = 0.99, while
the mode of the arrival time is approximately 6J−1, the
average arrival time is 〈t〉 = 59 ± 4J−1, and 2% of the
trajectories give an arrival time longer than 440J−1 (the
latter being over 70 times the mode). Examining the
histogram for k = 2J we see that the distribution of ar-
rival times falls approximately as a power law between
t = 20J−1 and 100J−1, but appears to be sub-power law
for longer times.
We next calculate the average time of arrival for
the transferred state as a function of the measurement
strength, and for three values of the fidelity threshold.
These results are displayed in Fig. 2. We see that for all
values of the threshold there is an optimal value of the
measurement strength for which the average time of ar-
rival is minimal. The monotonic rise in the waiting time
above this optimal value is the expected manifestation of
the quantum Zeno effect. As the threshold is increased,
the optimal value of the measurement strength increases.
For the thresholds 0.9, 0.99 and 0.999 the optimal val-
ues of k are approximately J , 2J and 4J , respectively.
This behavior is not unreasonable, since one requires a
stronger measurement to more fully project the system
into the desired subspace. We also see that there is a
sharp rise in the waiting time when the measurement is
weak, and this becomes sharper as the threshold is in-
creased. The sharp rise appears to imply that there is
a threshold-like behavior in the ability of the measure-
ment to localize the system sufficiently to the desired
subspace; when k is below some critical value, then it is
unlikely to ever localize the system to the desired sub-
space. The reason for the increase in the sharpness of
the rise with decreasing fidelity threshold is not so easy
FIG. 3: Here we plot the average remaining time, T¯ , that
receiver expects to have to wait for the state to arrive given
that it has not yet arrived at time t, as a function of t. We
plot this is for a threshold of FThr = 0.99 and four values
of the measurement strength k. Upper solid line: k = 8J ;
dashed line: k = 6J ; dotted line: k = 4J ; lower solid line:
k = 2J .
to postulate, but may simply be due to the fact that the
optimal value of k is closer to the k-threshold when the
fidelity threshold is lower. The optimal average arrival
time necessarily increases with fidelity, and is approxi-
mately 30J−1, 60J−1 and 110J−1, respectively, for the
three values of the fidelity.
There is another quantity of potential importance, and
that is the remaining time that the receiver expects to
have to wait for the state to arrive, given that the state
has not arrived at the current time t. This provides the
receiver with information as to whether he should “cut
his losses” and reset the channel so that the transmission
can be repeated; if this average time-remaining-to-arrival
is increasing with time, and if it is longer than the sum
of the time required to reset the channel and the aver-
age time-to-arrival at t = 0, then the channel should be
reset and the state re-sent. We denote the average time-
remaining-to-arrival as T¯ (t), and estimate this by aver-
aging the arrival times in the interval (t,∞) obtained
in our simulations, and subtracting t. We plot this for
FThr = 0.99 and k/J = 2, 4, 6 and 8 in Fig. 3. We see
that the expected time remaining until arrival increases
with time. That is, the longer the receiver waits for the
state to arrive, the longer he expects to have to wait. In
a given implementation it is likely that the time required
to reset the channel will be longer than the average trans-
mission time, since resetting will involve measurements
by both sender and reciever. However, if the reset time
were much smaller than the average transmission time,
then the receiver should only wait a short time before re-
setting the channel and requesting a resend, since the ex-
5pected transmission time increases as the receiver waits.
Finally, we compare the results for the protocol em-
ploying continuous measurement with that analyzed
in [13], in which instantaneous von Neumann measure-
ments are made by the receiver at judicious times. Specif-
ically, in the dual-chain protocol introduced by two of
us [13], the receiver waits until the probability that the
end-node will be found in the coding state is high, and
then makes a measurement to project the node into that
state (that is, into the odd parity subspace). If the mea-
surement fails, then the receiver repeats the process. The
total failure probability drops exponentially as a function
of the number of iterations. For the case of a dual spin
chain of length N = 10, ones finds that the average time
for a successful transmission is 〈t〉 = 32.3J−1. In this
case the transmission is obtained with perfect fidelity,
since the von Neumann measurements are assumed to be
perfect. We can compare this transmission time to those
obtained with a continuous measurement for diffferent
values of required fidelity. For a fidelity of 0.9 we have
〈t〉 = (32±4)J−1, for 0.99 we have 〈t〉 = (59±4)J−1, and
0.999 gives 〈t〉 = (108 ± 11)J−1. These results are very
encouraging; they show that the (more realistic) contin-
uous measurement performs similarly to a sequence of
von Neumann measurements. The only reduction in per-
formance is an approximate factor of 2 increase in the
transmission time for each factor of ten increase in the
fidelity above a baseline of 0.9.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed the operation of a dual-spin chain
quantum channel, in which the transfer of the quan-
tum state is achieved when the receiver makes a mea-
surement that projects his end nodes into a particular
subspace. We have investigated the performance of the
channel when the receiver replaces a sequence of ideal
projection measurements by a continuous measurement.
In this case the transmission rate is strongly dependent
upon the strength of the measurement, with strong mea-
surements inducing the quantum Zeno effect, and weak
measurements reducing the likelihood of a definitive pro-
jection. Optimizing over the measurement strength, we
find that the average rate of transmission is similar to
that obtained with the original protocol. However, the
transmission rate now depends upon the fidelity that is
required of the transmitted state. For a fidelity of 0.9 the
rate of transmission is essentially the same as a channel
with instant and perfect measurements, but increases as
this fidelity is increased. This increase is not exorbitant
however, as a fidelity of 0.999 only decreases the average
transmission rate by a factor of 4.
The above analysis raises a number of questions. The
first is that, since the simulations are numerically inten-
sive, we have only investigated the behavior for a chain of
length N = 10. Thus it remains an open question as to
whether the behavior we have observed will be preserved
in much longer chains. The second question has to do
with the optimality of the protocol. For simplicity we as-
sumed that the receiver kept his measurement on, and at
the same strength, for the duration of the transmission,
and optimized over this measurement strength. This op-
timization therefore does not explore all the strategies
that are available to the reciever. When the receiver
makes instant projection measurements, he must wait
between subsequent measurements in order to avoid the
quantum Zeno effect which would block all transmission.
Thus, it may well be optimal for an observer with a con-
strained measurement strength to similarly modulate the
strength of his measurement. Certainly we can see that if
the receiver can make a stronger measurement than the
optimal value found above, then he might well obtain
a better result by using the maximal available strength
and periodically turning the measurement off so as to
beat the quantum Zeno effect. In addition, we note that
in recent work Lyakhov and Bruder have shown that in
the case of ideal measurements the transmission fidelity
can be improved by modulating the interaction strength
of the end nodes of a spin chain [20], and this might
also prove useful here. To take this idea to its limit, the
globally optimal strategy is likely to involve a process of
feedback control in which the receiver make his measure-
ment strength, or the chain interaction strength, or both,
dependent upon the measurement results at all earlier
times [29, 30, 31]. It remains an open question as to how
much the receiver can improve upon the performance re-
ported here by making the measurement strength time
dependent, given a maximal value of this strength. The
results we have presented indicate that this will also be
a function of the desired fidelity.
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